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Tough times have meant people have questioned our model

3



The industry is fragmenting



Funding Circle has no plans to become a bank



1. Small business lending no longer makes sense for banks

Centre	for	Economics	and	Business	Research,	Small	Business	Big	Impact,	2016

1. Credit tightening and regulatory 
changes have restricted supply of bank 
funding to SMEs

2. Bank process can be long, complex and 
opaque

3. It costs the banks the same amount to 
underwrite and process a £50,000 loan as 
it does a £3 million loan



Source:	Funding	Circle	analysis
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Bank activity creates systemic risk which requires regulatory 
capital to be held

Lending platforms perfectly match assets and liabilities and capital is at risk



STOXX®	Europe	600	Banks	– Price	to	book	ratio

Source:	Bloomberg,	STOXX®	Europe	600	Banks	

Groups that can exit banking, like GE, are heading for the door…
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“…the	bulk	of	the	$500	
billion	behemoth	would	be	
sold	or	spun	off	over	the	
next	2	years,	as	the	

company	concluded	the	
benefits	aren’t	worth	
bearing	the	regulatory	
burdens	and	investor	

discontent.”

2. Most banks are trading at less than book value



3. Customers want to interact and be served by brands that are 
not a bank





1. Platforms are more efficient intermediaries

Business	model	overview Advantage	vs	traditional	banks

Traditional	
banks

Funding	Circle



Direct SME platform lending has grown significantly 

Total	direct	lending	 Funding	Circle

SME lending 



2. Delivering market leading satisfaction

94% of businesses would approach Funding Circle first in the future vs. their bank
Source:	Funding	Circle	data	and	analysis
Centre	for	Economics	and	Business	Research,	Small	Business	Big	Impact,	2016

Platforms Banks

Borrower net promoter score
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Cumulative returns between 2011 and 2015



Virtuous Funding Circle creates powerful network effects



3. With no inventory, capital light platform models have high 
returns on equity

Source:	Bloomberg;	Funding	Circle	analysis	
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Return	on	equity	Rightmove vs.	European	bank	average	(2015)



Caveat 1: It may make sense for consumer platforms

More	non-bank	competition Regulatory?	Product?	



Caveat 2: Some banks are adding much needed choice 



Platforms are part of the solution, alongside banks

Direct	lending	“…	could	even	
be	a	spare	tyre to	the	credit	

system,	making	credit	
crunches	less	likely.”

Lord	Turner, Oct	2016

Source:	http:	Bank	of	England
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/statistics/pages/bankstats/current/default.aspx
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There are ways platforms can engage with banks

Co-brandingBuy our loansReferrals

+ ++
?



No thanks to becoming a bank

We’ve come a long way since our first campaign, but we can categorically say: 
‘no thanks to becoming a bank’



“If I had asked people what they wanted, they would have 
said faster horses” Henry Ford



Thank you for listening


